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A B S T R A C T  

 

Sunken garden is one of the elements of traditional Iranian architecture, formed with the attitude of conservation 
of environment and organizing a meaningful relationship with its surroundings. Many studies have been 
conducted to identify this element of traditional architecture and its functions, endorsing its valuable and 
considerable properties in respect for nature, harmony with the aims of sustainable development and energy 
conservation. One of the most important functions of this elements is providing cooling needs for residents in 
the hot summer months of desert areas of Iran without the need of fossil fuels consuming. The current article, 
as a descriptive-analytic study, aimed at a more comprehensive knowledge of passive cooling in sunken garden. 
To reach this goal, passive cooling and its types and sunken garden were first introduced. Then, their relationship 
with natural elements and the role of each element in achieving passive cooling in sunken garden were 
evaluated. The results revealed that sunken garden has been linked with natural elements in a way which cools 
this underground space of traditional buildings of hot and dry climate of Iran through heat prevention, heat 
modulation and heat dissipation.  

doi: 10.5829/ijee.2020.11.01.04
 

 
INTRODUCTION1 

 

Today, energy conservation is an important international 

issue, leading architects to environmentally sustainable 

projects. Traditional Iranian architecture has provided 

valuable and unique design solutions to protect and preserve 

nature [1]. Sunken garden is one of these valuable solutions 

in hot and dry climate. Avoiding the use of fossil fuels for 

cooling, reducing air dryness and achieving climate comfort 

is one of the functions of this elements of traditional 

architecture in achieving environmental sustainability goals. 

Sunken garden, in fact, is made of a combination of natural 

and artificial agents. Understanding the relationship among 

these factors, leading to valuable experiences of the past and 

create an appropriate attitude for designers in the present age, 

is considered as the necessity of this research. Therefore, the 

purpose of the present study was to investigate the cooling 

performance of sunken garden in traditional desert buildings 

of Iran and to identify the ways to achieve it by emphasizing 

its association with natural elements. In this regard, answering 

the following questions are in high importance: 

- What is passive cooling and what are the strategies for 
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achieving it in the buildings? 

- What is the relationship between sunken garden and natural 

elements in traditional buildings of hot and dry climates of 

Iran?  

- How does the connection of sunken garden with natural 

elements provide passive cooling in traditional buildings of 

hot and dry climates of Iran? 

For achieving the goals of the present article, a literature 

review was carried out in a descriptive-analytic method. In 

this regard, passive cooling in the building was described, 

sunken garden and its functions were presented and, finally, 

the relationship between sunken garden and nature in the 

creation of passive cooling was considered.  

 

 
PASSIVE COOLING 

 
Passive cooling, is used to provide thermal comfort during hot 

season of the year through numerous heat reducers [2] 

Strategies for achieving passive cooling in the buildings can 

be categorized as shown in Figure 1 [2–5]. 
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Figure 1. Strategies for passive cooling creation in buildings [2–5] 

 

 

Heat prevention 

This strategy, which is more about controlling radiation and 

avoiding the entrance of heat from the outside [5], includes 

two methods of microclimate creation and control of radiation 

[4]. In very hot climate defensive solutions are used to provide 

comfort and prevent the absorption of radiation and the 

transfer of heat [6]. Orientation, glazing, aperture, shading 

and insulation are methods used for the control of radiation 

[3–5]. An average of atmospheric parameters during a long 

period of time over a large region is considered as climate. 

Microclimate is a small scale pattern of climate which is 

resulted from the effect of soil properties (texture and 

structure), the form of ground and topography. Air 

temperature, relative humidity, precipitation and wind speed 

are among the most important parameters characterizing 

climate. Creating  a  suitable  microclimate  is possible 

through appropriate landscaping, using water level and 

vegetation [3]. 

 

Heat modulation 

This strategy, referring to controlling indoor heat flux through 

heat storage techniques [5], is suitable for places with 

temperature fluctuations between 20-35°C [7]. This strategy 

works in buildings in two ways of thermal mass in the 

construction material and thermal mass using phase change 

material (PCM). Achieving thermal mass of a building can be 

occurred in two ways: using a material for energy intensive 

phase change in the building and using the material of bulky 

construction. Because of more efficient heat exchange and 

easier execution, PCMs are commonly studied for integrated 

in wallboards, roof and ceilings [3]. 

 

Heat dissipation 

In this strategy, heat is eliminated through releasing into a 

natural reservoir such as water, air and earth [5]. Heat is 

discharged from the building to the natural heat reducers and 

heat radiated from the sun is naturally adjusted [6]. This 

strategy includes ventilation cooling, ground mass cooling, 

dehumidification cooling, evaporative cooling and radiative 

cooling [2, 5] which are described below. 

 

Ventilation         Cooling by ventilation includes natural 

ventilation and night ventilation [8]. Natural ventilation, as 

the main technique of cooling, is the natural flow of air 

induced by temperature and pressure differences. 

In the night ventilation thermal materials are used to 

absorb daytime heat and to discharge this stored heat through 

ventilation and cooling at night [7]. It is directly related to 

thermal mass characteristics used in the walls of the buildings 

and the surface of the openings [7, 9]. 

 

Evaporative cooling          At humid surfaces, the heat 

exchange of air with the latent heat of water droplet is defined 

as evaporative cooling [10]. In other words, the dry and warm 

air passing through the water surfaces causes the air to 

evaporate the water droplets resulting in cool and humid air 

[11]. In this method, building air is cooled in both direct and 

indirect approaches [2]. 

 

Radiative cooling          Radiative cooling is a form of heat 

transfer from a warmer surface to the surrounding cool 

surface. Nocturnal radiation in the building from walls and 

dense building materials results in radiative cooling [2]. 

 

Ground cooling            As the depth of the earth increases, 

the annual fluctuations in soil temperature decrease and allow 

the use of the constant ground temperature to cool the building 

[2]. This cooling type is occurred in two ways of direct and 

indirect. In direct type of cooling, the walls of the building fall 

almost or completely underground and indirectly cooled by 

heat  exchangers, such as pipes or tunnels, buried in the 

ground [6].  

 

Dehumidification          Dehumidification is defined as 

extracting of water vapor from the air when the relative 

humidity of the air is between 70-80 percent [2, 10]. 
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SUNKEN GARDEN 
 
Sunken garden is an appropriate response to desert drought 

and heat. In fact, sunken garden is a part of central courtyard 

which appears in the courtyard. Around sunken garden, there 

are often porches and several rooms  (Figures 2 and 3). Sunken 

garden will make the construction more resistant to 

earthquake [12]. 

Evaluation of sunken garden function in environmental 

point  of view revealed that sunken garden was a suitable 

place for  avoiding  hot  summers. The sunken garden 

architecture in relation to surrounding environment has been 

formed to conserve energy and reduce the use of artificial 

resources.  

 

 

SUNKEN GARDEN, NATURE AND PASSIVE COOLING 
 
The architecture of desert region of Iran was design in 

accordance with the reduction of using fossil fuel. Sunken 

garden cleverly works against heat and wind with creating a 

microclimate and supply a cool space and comfort for its 

residents through positive relation to the environment. The 

relationship between sunken garden and environmental 

elements and its role in passive cooling and moderate adverse 

environmental conditions will be more discussed. 

 

Sun 

The central courtyard exhibits appropriate management of the 

natural energy of sun [13]. The central courtyard of the 

Iranian desert houses makes two parts for summer and winter 

using [14] which coincided with sun movement around 

central courtyard. The southern parts was located in shade and 

the northern one exploited the sun radiation [13] which also 

occurs for central courtyards having sunken garden. 

According to Figure 4, since sunken garden is located in the 

depth of the earth, its shading is more than that of courtyards 

having no sunken garden. 

 
Water 

In the past, water resources and facilities had a decisive role in 

the formation of settlements. One of the main factors affecting 

the emergence of the sunken gardens was access to running 

water in the aqueduct placed in a short distance from the sub-

houses [15]. Water in sunken gardens offset the dryness of the 

air. Air flow contact with water assist to increase the relative 

humidity of the air [16]. Furthermore, the presence of water 

inside the building results in space cooling. Some examples of 

the  presence  of  water  in  sunken garden is presented in 

Figure 5.  

 

 

  

 

Figure 2. A house in dry and tropical region with sunken garden [17] 

 

 
 

  

  

Figure 3. Sunken garden in Abbasian house in Kashan, Iran [18] 
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Figure 4. Schematic view of the presence of shade at different times of day in the sunken garden and the surrounding spaces and its more 

surface compared with central courtyard 

 

 

  
Figure 5. Water pond in sunken garden. A: Abbasian house in Kashan, Iran1. B: Agha-Bozorg Mosque and school in Kashan, Iran2 

 

 
Regarding the role of water in sunken garden and different 

types of passive cooling, the role of water in heat prevention 

through providing micro climate, heat dissipation through 

increasing the relative humidity of the air and evaporative 

cooling can be more considered. 

 
Plants 

Microclimate and energy use of buildings are modified by 

vegetation through reduction of air and surface temperatures 

that may increase the  relative humidity of the air [3]. 

In sunken garden, trees reduce heat (through creating 

shade) and increase environmental relative humidity. This is 

crucial for cooling the spaces around the sunken garden, 

emphasizing the important role of plants for heat prevention 

by making a microclimate. Some examples of plant presence 

in sunken garden are presented in Figure 6. 

 
Wind 

In central courtyard, the shadow created in the southern parts 

has a lower temperature than that of northern parts, receiving 

solar radiation. Due to pressure difference, warm air in 

northern part causes air circulation throughout the yard [16]. 

Such air conditioning is also seen in sunken garden. Warm 

winds pass above the house during the day and do not 

penetrate into the sunken garden (Figure 7). In the evening, 

 

1  https://www.iranroute.com/sights/294/abbasian-house 
2  https://www.iranroute.com/sights/299/agha-bozorg-mosque 

the air of sunken garden which was warmed during the day by 

absorbing the solar radiation rises and cool air replaces it. 

(Figure 8)  Cool air is stored in the wall of sunken garden and, 

then, moves to surrounding space. It remains cold in the 

morning until the sun shines directly on the yard. As a final 

remark it can be concluded that in sunken garden, heat 

dissipation strategy, provides cooling through natural and 

night ventilation.  

 
Land and soil 

Because of sunken garden, a floor falls into the heart of the 

ground, resulting in lower temperature in summer and 

minimizing waste and fluctuation of energy [16]. This 

attribute in sunken garden causes a type of passive cooling 

named ground cooling which is one the passive cooling 

strategies for heat dissipation. 

The soil, mud and sands are the main building materials 

used in hot and dry regions. These building materials were 

climate-friendly. Their recyclability and longevity minimized 

environmental degradation and non-construction waste [13] 

(Figure 9). Adobe walls have a high thermal capacity and, 

thus, absorb solar energy during summer days. However, 

because of low thermal transferring coefficient, heat transfer 

is effectively delayed, where for thick adobe  walls  (with 

approximately  6cm   thickness)  heat   transfer   lasts   all   day 

https://www.iranroute.com/sights/294/abbasian-house
https://www.iranroute.com/sights/299/agha-bozorg-mosque
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Figure 6. Plants in sunken garden. A: Abbasian house in Kashan, 

Iran1. B: Pirnia house in Naeen, Iran2 

 
 

time and reaches to inner layer at night. Due to difference in 

day and night temperatures, the walls lose their temperature 

at night and indoor air ventilation will create a moderate 

temperature inside the space at morning. Color and fine 

texture of adobe results in limited radiation absorption and 

high reflectance scattering [16]. The mentioned properties of 

adobe indicate the effect of this natural element in passive 

cooling through three strategies of heat prevention, heat 

dissipation and heat modulation. The role of adobe in 

buildings cooling through heat prevention is carried out 

though high reflectance scattering. Adobe, in accordance with 

heat modulation strategy, prevents heat from entering the area 

around the sunken garden due to high thermal capacity and 

heat storage. Other factors that regulate the temperature of 

sunken garden and its surrounding areas are nocturnal 

radiation due to the temperature difference between adobe 

and brick (used in the wall and floor of sunken garden) and 

the surrounding air at night. This indicates the radiative 

cooling, as a method of heat dissipation strategy, in the 

building. 

The types of cooling through sunken garden and its 

connection with natural elements in hot and dry climatic 

conditions of Iran are as summarized in Table 1.  

 

 

 
Figure 7. Schematic view of hot winds passes through the top of 

the sunken garden and the air circulates inside it during day 
 

 

 
Figure 8. Schematic view of night ventilation in sunken garden 

 

 

  
Figure 9. Use of materials with high thermal capacity on the wall and floor of the sunken garden. A: Pirnia house in Naeen, Iran3. B: Mosque 

and school of Agha-Bozorg in Kashan, Iran4 

 

 

 

1 https://www.iranroute.com/sights/294/abbasian-house   
2 http://naeeni.com/home-pirnia-nain 

3  http://naeeni.com/home-pirnia-nain 
4  https://www.iranroute.com/sights/299/agha-bozorg-mosque 

B 
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TABLE 1. Passive cooling in sunken garden and its surrounding spaces in relation to nature 

Energy saving in relation of sunken garden and nature Passive cooling strategies 

Moderation of temperature and increasing relative humidity with the presence of water and plants microclimate Heat prevention 

- shading by dipping into the depth of the earth 

- shading by trees 

- high reflectance scattering of adobe in the surrounding walls of sunken garden 

Control of radiation 

- moderating ambient temperature and prevent heat from entering the sunken garden are during day 

due to the high thermal capacity of the adobe walls. 

- moderating ambient temperature due to high thermal capacity of brick existed at the bottom of the 

sunken garden. 

Thermal mass Thermal fluctuation 

- moderating temperature by air flow through natural ventilation and night ventilation. Ventilation cooling Heat dissipation 

-increasing humidity and modification of environmental temperature due to water evaporation 

accompany with wind passing on water 

Evaporative cooling 

-decreasing the temperature of sunken garden and its surrounding spaces by nocturnal radiation 

from the brick existed at the bottom and adobe walls to the cool night air 

Radiative cooling 

-cooling through the effect of mass by dipping into the ground and using the balanced temperature 

of the depth of the earth 

Ground cooling 

  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the hot and dry climates of Iran, the sunken garden has 

cleverly interacted with its surrounding nature and plays an 

important role in mitigating the harsh climatic conditions. 

Passive cooling, through making a sunken garden, will 

conserve energy and meet the environmental goals of 

sustainable development. Studies revealed that the relation 

between  sunken  garden  and  its  surrounding nature is 

created in such a way that all three passive cooling strategies 

occur.  
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Persian Abstract 
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 چکیده 

ای حکیمانه با طبیعت پیرامونی خود شکل گرفته یکی از عناصر معماری سنتی ایران است که با نگرش حفاظت از محیط زیست و ایجاد رابطه گودال باغچه

های ارزشمند آن در است. تاکنون مطالعات بسیاری در حوزه شناخت این عنصر معماری سنتی و کارکردهای آن صورت پذیرفته است و همگی موید ویژگی

ترین کارکردهای این عنصر تامین نیاز برودتی ساکنان آن در احترام به طبیعت، همسو بودن با اهداف توسعه پایدار و حفاظت از انرژی بوده است. یکی از مهم

تر نسبت به تحلیلی با هدف آگاهی جامع -صیفیباشد. مقاله حاضر به شیوه توهای فسیلی میهای گرم مناطق کویری ایران بدون نیاز به صرف سوختتابستان

ای پرداخته است. برای نیل به این هدف، ابتدا سرمایش ایستا و انواع آن و گودال باغچه معرفی گردید. سرمایش ایستا در گودال باغچه به پژوهشی کتابخانه

های انجام ش ایستا در گودال باغچه مورد ارزیابی قرارگرفت. نتایج بررسیسپس ارتباط میان آن با عناصر طبیعی و نقش هر عنصر در دستیابی به انواع سرمای

های جلوگیری از گرما، نوسان حرراتی و اتالف حرراتی موجب ای با عناصر طبیعی پیوند یافته است که از طریق استراتژیشده نشان داد که گودال باغچه به گونه

 شود.گرم و خشک ایران می سرمایش در این فضای زیرزمینی آبنیه سنتی اقلیم

 


